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§88 ✴as 

1979 I believed, as (      ) my colleagues, that the project would 

work. 

①did ②were ③have done ④being 〈名古屋学芸大〉 

1980 (      ) is often the case with Mary, she was absent from 

class again.  

①As ②Such ③Which ④What 〈南山大〉 

1981 Old names for colors, (      ) Edo murasaki, are still used in 

Japan today. 

①as for  ②by name  

③so to speak  ④such as 〈東洋英和女学院大〉 

1982 (      ) February 10th, there were not less than 200 

applicants for the job.  

①As of ②As was ③As though ④As to 〈東京農業大〉 

1983 As regards the result of the interview, we will let you know 

within three weeks. 

①Concerning ②Given ③Relating ④Taken 〈日本大〉 

1984 Standing as it (      ) on a hill, the hotel commands a 

breathtaking view. 

①could ②would ③does ④was 〈桜美林大〉 

1985 You might as (      ) go home early. 

①good ②better ③best ④well 〈関西学院大〉 

1986 The books I would like to order are (      ) follows. 

①as ②by ③in ④to   〈学習院大〉 
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1987 As a rule I catch an early bus to school.  

①Usually ②Finally ③Therefore ④Actually 〈大阪商業大〉 

1988 (      ) little is known of the causes of the disease. 

①As follows ②As yet ③As with ④As much 〈東京理科大〉 

1989 Betty is, as it (      ), a walking dictionary. 

①will be ②is ③has been ④were 〈駒澤大〉 

1990 As for my personality, I am more like my mother than my 

father. 

①For all ②Because of  

③Across from ④With regard to  〈東京理科大〉 

1991 His explanation (      ) how things went wrong was 

unsatisfactory to us. 

①as for ②as to ③concerned for ④related  〈東京歯科大〉 

1992 As (      ) as the eye could see, there was nothing but snow. 

①much ②well ③far ④open 〈亜細亜大〉 

1993 They said the car repair would cost around $3,000, but, 

(      ), the bill seems like twice that amount.① 

①as it is ②as regards 

 ③as follows ④as they go 〈東京理科大〉 

1994 In Japan, a beautiful capital city was built as (      ) as the 

eighth century. 

①early ②fast ③quick ④rapid  〈日本大〉 

1995 Kumi is funny as (      ) as kind. 

①soon ②long ③well ④though 〈椙山女学園大〉 
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1996 There is some doubt (      ) whether the research paper is 

trustworthy. 

①as if ②as from ③as of ④as to 〈大阪経済大〉 

1997 Strange as it (      ), love and hate are closely related. 

①is sounding ②has sounded 

③may sound ④sounded  〈関西医療大〉 

1998 As (      ) as I like her, I still cannot agree with her way of 

management. 

①good ②more ③much ④well  〈近畿大〉 

1999 The teacher evaluates highly students who can 

communicate with classmates as (      ) as possible. 

①effect  ②effective  

③effectively  ④effectiveness  〈愛知大〉 

2000 Modern photography (      ) came into being around the 

year 1865. 

①as knows it ②as we know it  

③it we know as  ④we as know 〈日本大〉 

2001 Mr. Chen hopes to see his students at the museum as (      ) 

last week. 

①plan ②planning ③plans ④planned 〈広島工業大〉 

2002 She claimed that he as (      ) as promised to employ her. 

①good ②large ③possible ④soon 〈中央大〉 

2003 As (      ) as her mother went out, she started to cry.  

①well ②soon ③early ④possible 〈大阪経済法科大〉 
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2004 Don’t touch my writing-table; leave it (  ❶  ) it is. 

①as ②if ③that ④when 

2005 Do (  ❶  ) you are told to do. 

①as ②that ③why ④which  〈札幌学院大〉 

2006 Leave things (      ) they are until I arrive. 

(  ❶  ) in my case, proverbs work best when they are not 

entirely fitting. 

①As ②With ③Like ④Over 〈上智大〉 

2007 (  ❶  ) the global scale of the disease becomes clear, finding 

an effective cure has become an urgent matter. 

①As ②During ③When ④Whereas 〈中央大〉 

2008 The first game resembling baseball (      ) we know it today, 

was played in 1846. 

①as ②where ③that ④what 〈福岡大〉 

2009 This method of growing flowers has been used (      ) period 

that people are used to it. 

①for a long ②for such long  

③for so long a ④for so a long 〈高知大〉 

2010 My boss had promised to help and was as (      ) as his word. 

①good ②better ③more ④best 〈神戸山手大〉 

2011 As (      ) as I am concerned, the performance tonight was 

perfect. 

①many ②long ③far ④good 〈青山学院大〉 
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2012 He is as (      ) as the world has ever produced. 

①a great architect ②an architect great 

③great an architect ④the greatest architect 〈近畿大〉  

2013 I tried to climb Mt. Fuji but only got as (      ) as the 

seventh level.③ 

①above ②along ③far ④up 〈青山学院大〉 

2014 As (      ) as I remember, it’s on Maple street. 

①far ②long ③soon ④many 〈工学院大〉 

2015 The business done last year amounted to 10 billion yen as 

(      ) 5 billion this year. 

①for ②in ③with ④against  〈関西学院大〉 

2016 Since she is still just a child, we have to treat her (      ). 

①so that ②as such ③such that ④so good 〈奥羽大〉 

2017 The job market today is highly competitive, (      ) we all 

know. 

①so ②as ③but ④if  〈長野大〉 

2018 Young as he is, he managed to construct a complicated 

program. 

≒(      ) he is young, he managed to construct a 

complicated program. 

①Although ②If ③When ④Because 〈駒澤大〉 

2019 She taught her pupils (      ) they had been her own 

daughters. 

①as far ②as if ③as such ④even as 〈実践女子大〉 
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2020 It’s not so much her lack of skills (      ) her attitude that 

bothers me. 

①so ②and ③as ④than 〈松山大〉 

2021 (      ) is often the case with him, Ken did not submit his 

homework by the deadline. 

①That ②As ③What ④Although 〈岡山理科大〉 

2022 As (      ) as I can see, there is no easy solution to this 

problem.  

①far ②long ③much ④well 〈立教大〉 

2023 You should look at a company’s performance (      ) instead 

of at only one department. 

①at most  ②to pieces  

③as a whole  ④for the most part 〈獨協大〉 


